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Here you can find the menu of Jubo Chinese Restaurant in INGHAM. At the moment, there are 14 meals and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Jubo

Chinese Restaurant:
... (meaning 9pm) which is definitely a plus in a place like INGHAM where you better decide quick and early if

you wanna have dinner in town (before 7pm typically).Personnel is nice even if English understanding can be a
little tricky. Menu allows a huge choice and food is really worthy for the price. Deco is the typically kitsch of most
chinese restaurants but plus an Australian flare to the huge room with very high ceilings. The rooms on site are

wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather,
you can also sit outside and eat. What User doesn't like about Jubo Chinese Restaurant:

$25 does you for a good bang for your buck here! Nothing special but if your in town this is the better of the two
Chinese place to eat for ambience & also value for money.Not rated highly as I've eaten in many China Towns

round the country. In Jubo Chinese Restaurant from INGHAM, expect versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's
authentically cooked in a wok, For you, the dishes are normally prepared fast and fresh. The Asian fusion

cuisine is likewise an important part of Jubo Chinese Restaurant. Anyone who finds the normal and generally
known meals too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected

combination of ingredients taste, On the daily specials there are also several Asian menus.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

P�z�
PIZZA SPECIAL

Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

Chicke�
HONEY CHICKEN

�ngerfoo�
ZWIEBELRINGE

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Chicke� dishe�
LEMON CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

PRAWNS

Ingredient� Use�
HONEY

KING PRAWNS

CHICKEN

ONION

DUCK

TRAVEL
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